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ABSTRACT 

The plasma flow is obtained by setting up a mathematical 

model, using the most appropriate geomagnetic field model and 

adopting the idea of equivalent potential in the magnetosphere 

The field model consists of four components: 

1) Dipole main field 

2) Dayside magnetosphere boundary current 

3) Quiet day ring current, and 

4) Infinite neutral current sheet suggested by Mead. 

The driving mechanisms are due to co-rotation with the Earth, 

the gradient drift, and gross electric field drift. The 

drift paths for thermal plasma and higher energy particles 

are presented. Some geophysical phenomena associated with 

the flow pattern, such as the development of asymmetric ring 

current, the formation of plasmapause and its characteristics, 

are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps Alfv4n is one of the earliest pioneers to 

recognize the importance of the electric field in the 

magnetosphere and interplanetary space. As far back as 

1939 [1939, 1950], he used an electric field theory to 

explain'the phenomena of aurorae ,and magnetic storms. 

Although this theory was far from complete, there is no 

doubt that the electric field does play an important 

role in space. More recent theories of magnetic storms, 

by Axford and Hines [1961], Dungey [1961], and Axford 

[1964], etc., also imply an electric field induced by 

the plasma motion in the magnetosphere, although the main 

electric field direction is opposite to that assumed by 

Alfv^n. . 

The plasma flow in the magnetosphere under the influence 

of electric fields has been studied by several authors. 

Taylor and Hones [1965] derived the electric field in the 

ionosphere from the SD current system, which accompanies 

with the magnetic bays. The magnetic field lines were 

then assumed to be equipotentials so that the electric 

field could be mapped along the field lines within the 

magnetosphere. The plasma flow was thus obtained. Brice 

[1967], on the other hand, assumed an electric field to 

originate from magnetic merging in the magnetospheric tail 

and used whistler measurements of the location of the plasma- 

pause as a fit to obtain a "best estimate" of the average 

electric distribution in the magnetosphere. Superimposing 
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the contribution of the earth's rotation, he got the plasma 

flow within the magnetosphere. The latter approach, with 

some modification, will be adopted in this paper. More 

specifically, we obtain here an analytical expression for 

the plasma flow-lines instead of the sketched-in flow 

inferred by Brice [1967]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE MODELS AND NOTATION 

The magnetic field model used in this paper is 

essentially the same as that adopted by Kavanagh in his 

Ph.D dissertation. [Kavanagh, 1967]. It takes into' 

account all the significant known current sources arising 

from particle drift motions and from diamagnetism. There 

are four components: 

(1) Dipole main field: This field is given by 

B = - (2cos0r+sin0^). It is untilted to meet with 
£ 

the assumptions made in calculating the next component. 

(2) Dayside magnetospheric boundary currents: Mead 

[1964] obtained a simple spherical harmonic description 

of the distorted field by solving the Chapman-Ferraro 

problem of steady solar wind perpendicularly incident on 

the dipole field. The position of the boundary in the 

sub-solar direction is adjustable, however, it is set at 

10 Rg in this paper. 

(3) Quiet day ring current: The field is carried 

out through a computer program by Kavanagh [1967]. The 

parameters [cf. Holfman and Bradcen, 1965] used are: 

gx = 2.0(Re)"
1, g2 = 0.75 (Rj"

1, XQ = 3.5 R&, a = 0.0 

and N. E = 250 Kev/cm3. They are chosen by Schield [private 
o 

communication] and they are best fit to the proton distri¬ 

bution for E > 100 Kev observed by Davis and Williamson 

[1963] and lower-energy protons for 200 ev s E s 50 Kev 

measured by Frank [1967]. 

(4) Infinite neutral current sheet: Williams and 

Mead [1965] hypothesized an infinite current sheet on 
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the equatorial plane to explain the open field lines at 

the tail. The inner edge is set at 10 and outer edge 

at 40 Re while the field strength at the middle of the 

sheet right above the surface is about 40 y. The over-all 

magnetic configuration can be obtained by adding these com¬ 

ponents together. Fig. 1 shows the field lines in the noon 

meridian plane while Fig. 2 shows the constant magnetic 

field contours in the equatorial plane. These contours 

turn out to be the constant energy contours and will be 

discussed in a later section. 

In order to develop an analytical expression for the 

flow-lines the following idealized assumptions have been 

made. 

(1) A cross-tail plasma sheet is set on the equatorial 

plane at the distance of 9 R^ measured along the Sun-Earth 

line. 

(2) The particles in the plasma sheet all have the 

same energy. 

(3) The pitch angle of the particles is 90° so that 

they can move on the equatorial plane only. 

(4) All drift motion is adiabatic. 

(5) The cross-tail electric field is uniform and has 

a direction perpendicular to the Sun-Earth line. 

(6) The particles corotate with the Earth through the 

magnetosphere. 
O 

(7) The magnetopause does not influence the E field. 

(8) Charge separation fields are negligible. 

The validity and flexibility of the above assumptions 

will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Gaussian units and the following notations are adopted 

for use throughout this paper. 

B and Scalar and vector values of the local 

magnetic field 

B„ and B.,: Scalar and vector values of the dipole 
d~d 

main field 

C: Velocity of lignt = 3 x 10^ cm/sec 

E : Cross-tail electric field 
o 

Eh Electric or equivalent electric field 

jf: Drift force 
25 3 

M^: Earth magnetic moment = 8.05 x 10 gauss cm 

q: Charge of the particle • 

r: Radial distance from the center of the Earth 

R : Earth's radius = 6375 Km 
e 
R: Radial distance in the unit of Earth radia 

V^: Drift velocity 

Wq: Energy of the particle perpendicular to the 

field line at 9 R 
e 

§: Equivalent electric potential 

0: Azimuthal angle measured from the anti-solar 

direction counter-clockwise 

0: Co-latitude 

r,o: Unit vector in £ and _0 direction respectively 

|i: Magnetic moment of the particle 

ID: Angular velocity. 



CHAPTER 3 

DERIVATION OF PLASMA FLOW 

Through the guiding center approximation, the drift 

velocity of the particle in the presence of magnetic and 

force fields can be written as 

2d - 
f x B 

qB 

[cf. Alfv^n and FSlthammar, 1963]. If f can be derived by 

an "equivalent potential" such that f = - q _v _§, the drift 

velocity will become 

V = “r B x v § . 

^ B2 “ " _ 

Therefore, the equipotential lines are the same as the flow 

lines of the particles. 

There are three driving mechanisms dominating the 

particle's drift motion, namely: 

(a) Co-rotation with the Earth: Only the magnetic 

field due to internal sources (within the Earth) makes an 

important contribution to this equivalent potential. This 

magnetic field can be approximated by a dipole. Let 

be the electric field arising from co-rotation. Now, 

. 10M 

h - - c % * - - 
a 1 

’• 
E1 = 

7*1 

(1)M 

Therefore, = constant - 
e *1 

r 
With the constants 

applicable to the Earth where the surface of the earth has 

been aribtrarily set at zero potential, § becomes: § = 

1  1 
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(b) Gradient drift: The force function in this case 

is given by = + v. • B. Because and B. are always in 

the opposite directions, the equivalent potential becomes 

equal to ^ . 
q 

(c) 13 x B drift: The flow lines for this part only are 

shown in Fig. 3 [cf. Brice, 1967] . Since the Earth is assumed to 

be an equipotential surface, the cross-tail electric field will 

be modified near to the Earth in 'such a way that the Earth 

keeps equipotential and the particles will flow around the 

Earth. The equation for the flow lines, then, is the same 

as equipotential lines, which is obtained from the constant 

electric field acting on the conducting sphere. The equiva¬ 

lent potential can be written as: 

3 

*3 = "Eo (r‘ 
r 

[cf. Jackson, 1963] , while "a." is the radius of the conducting 

sphere and is equal to 1 Rg. 

The value of "a" will be changed under different con¬ 

ditions. The total equivalent potential at any point, then, 

can be written as 

1 3 
§ = 92.4 (l-£) + ^ - E (R- ^)sin0 

R q o r2 

K.V., where E is in the unit of K.V./R and a is in units 
o e 

of R . 
e 
A computer program has been set up to calculate the 

equivalent potential at specific points in the magnetosphere. 

These points are the intersection points of grids with 

AR = 0.5 R^, A9 = 5°. By tracing out those points with the 
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same potential, the flow lines can be obtained. Linear 

interpolation has been used with the accuracy of AR = 

0.25 R and A© = 2.5°. 
e 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Consider the thermal plasma first. Fig. 4 and 5 show 

the trajectories for the thermal plasma from the tail with 

the starting energies less than 10 ev. The conducting sphere 

is set at the Earth. Since the gradient drift is unimportant 

for these particles, the flow patterns are all the same re¬ 

gardless of electrons or protons. It is obvious that there 

exists a forbidden region into which the particle can not 

penetrate. The size of this region depends on the cross¬ 

tail electric field, E . Strong field will reduce the size, 
o 

and weak field increase the size. The "jaw" of the forbidden 

region is in the dusk meridian plane. Its radial distance 

can be found by solving the equation for zero equivalent 

electric field, i.e. 

^ = 92.4 - E R2(l+ -,) = 0. 
dr o r3 

For E in the order of a few K.V./R , R is about 5 or so. 
o e 

Then, the second term in the parenthesis is unimportant and 
_ I 

R is approximately equal to 9.61 EQ 
s. Substituting this 

value into the equation for the equivalent potential, we can 

find the radial distance of the forbidden zone in the dawn 
_ JL 

meridian plane to be 3.98 EQ 
s. Since the particles with 

uniform density from the tail are set to be equally spaced, 

the local plasma density will be proportional to the space 

between adjacent flow lines. The plasma density is also 

inverse proportional to the local drift velocity. It has 

been rigorously proved that the local plasma density is 
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proportional to local magnetic field intensity [cf. Karlson, 

1962]; So, in the vicinity of the forbidden region, the 

plasma density is higher in the right-hand half plane than 

the left-hand one. Now, for the terrestrial thermal plasma. 

The particles within the forbidden region keep closed "or¬ 

bits" with the co- rotation dominated, while the particles 

outside move to magnetopause under the influence of E x 13 

drift. Since the particles with.the terrestrial origin 
2 3 

have somewhat higher density, say a few 10 /cm as 

Carpenter [1966a] observed, the forbidden region itself 

will act like a conducting body. The particles will re¬ 

distribute themselves in such a way that the cross-tail 

electric field tends to be cancelled within this region 

while the field outside will be modified. Even though the 

conducting body is in the shape of a doughnut, it is approxi¬ 

mated as a conducting sphere so that the equivalent potential 

in the equitorial plane can be written as 

3 
$ = -E R(1 - —r)sm0. 
o _ 3 

The equivalent electric field in the dusk meridian plane 

is then given as 

E 
92.4 

R2 
- Em(l+ ^f-). 
O „3 

By setting the "jaw" of the forbidden region on the conducting 
_ I 

sphere, the radius of this sphere is found to be 5.6 (EQ) 
2. 

Under the same conditions, this value is about 0.58 of the 

largest radial distance for the forbidden region with the 
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conductivity sphere set at the Earth. By inserting this hew 

value of "a" and recalculating the equivalent potential, the 

flow contour is shown in Fig. 6 with the same conditions as 

in Fig. 5. The flow patterns are modified a great deal as 

can be easily seen. The forbidden region expands on the 

dawn side while it shrinks on the dusk side. Since the 

modification from the equivalent electric field in the pre- 
' 3 

sence of the conducting sphere decrease as (a/R) , the flow 

lines will not change at the larger distance from the Earth. 

Now, consider the higher energy particles. Fig. 7 and 

Fig. 8 represent the flow lines for the electrons and protons 

respectively. EQ is set at 3.2 K.V./R^ so that "a" is 

equal to 3.1 R^ and the particle energy in the tail is 

set at 1 Kev. If co-rotation did not exist, the forbidden 

region for electrons would be the mirror image of the 

forbidden region for the protons, as Alfv4n (1950] observed. 

In the vicinity of the "jaw", the gradient drift of the 

electron has the same direction with that of the co-rotation, 

while they are opposite for the proton. That is the reason 

why the radial distance of the "jaw" for the electrons is 

somewhat larger than that for the protons. As shown in. 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the radial distances of the "jaws" for 

electrons and protons are 7.7 R and 6.6 R respectively. 
© s 

The radial distances of the closest penetration for electrons 

and protons are 4.4 R^ and 3.9 R^ respectively. In other 

words, the proton particles can penetrate farther toward the 

Earth than the electron particles do. 

As the drift velocity due to the electric field is 

always perpendicular to the direction of the field, the 
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electric field makes no contribution to the energization 

of the particles. The energizing mechanism for the par¬ 

ticles is Betatron acceleration only. That means the 

constant energy contours are identical with the constant 

magnetic field contours. By mapping these contours on the 

flow patterns/ the energy ratio of the particle at different 

points is equal to the ratio of the magnetic field at those 

points. For example, in Fig. 7, the energy of 1 Kev electron 

from the tail will become 35 Kev when the particle moves up 

to dawn meridian plane right next to the forbidden region. 

On the other hand, 1 Kev proton from the tail can gain the 

energy of 50 Kev when it moves up to dusk meridian plane 

right next to forbidden region. The asymmetry between 

electrons' and protons ' energies can qualitatively explain 

the phenomena of asymmetirc ring current as suggested by 

Kavanagh, Freeman and Chen [1968] . 

There is a common feature for high energy electrons 

and protons, say beyond 1 Kev. The position of the "jaw" 

tends to shift sunward a little bit. This is due to the 

non-dipole component of the magnetic field at larger dis¬ 

tance. The cross-tail electric field will reduce this 

effect. Another interesting feature is about the effect 

of the conducting sphere. Contrary to the thermal plasma, 

the size of the conducting sphere has little effect on the 

drift motion of the higher energy particles, electrons as 
O 

well as protons. The situation can be explained by the fol¬ 

lowing. The position of the "jaw" can be found by solving 

the equivalent electric field to be zero, which can be 

approximated as 
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92.4 E R 
O 

(1+ 
2a" 

R3 
•) ± 

9300 

R 
W = 0 

The upper signs are for electron and lower signs are for 

protons. The first terra becomes less important at larger 

distance so that 

R » 
J9300 Wo 

E 
o 

X (1+ 

4 

Since R is about two times of "a", the value of "a" is not 

important. That demonstrates the observed result. 

\ 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATION TO THE FORMATION OF PLASMAPAUSE 

Using whistler observations, Carpenter [1963, 1966a] 

found that the equitorial profile of electron density 

exhibits an abrupt decrease at several earth radii and named 

the boundary as "plasmapause". There are several character¬ 

istics as follows: [cf. Carpenter, 1966a]. 

(a) It is a permanent feature, i.e., it always exists. 

(b) A typical value for the position of the boundary 

is about 3.5 R and the "knee" involves a reduction from 
3 e 3 

400 el/cm to 10 el/cm . 

(c) It moves inward with increased magnetic activity. 

(d) There is almost complete information from 0000 LT 

to 1800 LT. The boundary is well-defined and the plasma 

in this region co-rotates with the Earth. 

(e) From 1800 LT to 2400 LT, the shape and detailed 

behavior of the plasmapause are less well known. 

Now, the interpretation of the plasma flow to the 

formation of plasmapause can be explained by the following 

reasoning. The plasma within the plasmapause essentially 

comes from the terrestrial origin. Its energy is very low, 

say a few ev. The particles within the plasmapause remain 

"trapped" under the influence of co-rotation with Earth 

while the particles outside sweep away under the influence 

of cross-tail electric field. Then, there will accrue an 

abrupt density change across the boundary and the plasmapause 

will be formed. Furthermore, the lower energy particles of 

the solar wind can penetrate up to plasmapause to constitute 

a component of magnetospheric plasma outside the plasmapause. 
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As shown in Fig. 9, the solid curve represents the calculated 

plasmapause with E = 2.2 KV/R and direction in 105°, while 
o e 

the dash curve represents the observed plasmapause by 

Carpenter [1966a]. The coincidence between these two is 

quite good. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

A. The Cross-Tail Electric Field 

The existence of this field has been predicted by 

many authors [Axford and Hines, 1961; Dungey, 1961; Alfv4n, 

1963] and the magnitude of the field is about 5 0 Kev across 

the magnetosphere as suggested by Brice [1967]. Since the 

field is weak (a fraction of milivolt per meter), there 

are some technical difficulties in' measuring the field 

directly. However, indirect measurements have been done 

by several different methods [Carpenter, 1966b; Vasyliunas, 

1968; Freeman, 1968] . All of them are consistent with the 

predicted value within an order of magnitude. 

The origin of this electric field is not well understood 

and still controversial. The following mechanisms have been 

suggested. 

(a) The interplanetary electric field associated with 

the bulk motion of solar wind; Recently, Alfvdn [1968] modi¬ 

fied his earlier theory [Alfv4n, 1939] by reversing the 

direction of the plasma flow within the magnetosphere, 

i.e., from the tail toward the Earth, so that a current 

sheet is set up in the magnetosphere to produce the magnetic 

field just inside and outside the boundary. The model is 

shown in Fig. 10. 

(b) The polarization field of the plasma near to the 

magnetopause produced by the viseous-like interaction be¬ 

tween the magnetosphere and the solar wind: From their 

earlier paper [Axford and Hines, 1961] , Axford [1964] 

suggested that the viscous interaction and ohmic dissipation 
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are driving mechanisms for the convective motion in the 

magnetosphere. By using the relation E +— V x B = 0, 

the electric field is derived. 

(c) Electric field through the magnetic merging in 

the tail: Dungey [1961] first suggested that the merging 

of the field lines at the front and in the the tail of the 

magnetosphere can produce the cross-tail electric field. 

The model is shown in Fig. 11. Again, IS + V x B = 0 

is true in this situation so as to get the electric field 

from V and 15. 

Since there is no direct measurement of the electric 

field in the magnetosphere so far, it is difficult to make 

certain which mechanism is the most probable one. However, 

an analog experiment has been performed by Banielsson and 

Lindberg [Danielsson and Lindberg, 1965]. The result showed 

that magnetic merging can produce an electric field. 

B. Co-Rotation 

The drift velocity due to co-rotation with the Earth 

is linearly proportional to the radial distance, while the 

drift velocity due to E x B is proportional to the third 

power of the radial distance. It is obvious that co-rotation 
a 

will become less important at larger distance. More pre¬ 

cisely, the co-rotation will dominate within about 5 R . 
1 e 

The equivalent electric potential, 92.4 (1 - —), derived 
R 

from the pure dipole field, will be all right through the 

magnetosphere regardless of the non-dipole field at larger 

distance. 

Hones and Bergeson [1965] solved the electric field 

outside a rotating magnetized sphere in a general sense. 
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They assumed the conducting sphere is surrounded by a 

conducting plasma of charged particles constrained to move 

along the field lines, i.e., E • B is equal to zero. The 

electric field generated is: 

E = 

M UJ 
e 

Cr 

sin0-^[ sin0cosy-cos0cos (0-u)t)siny] r-2cosi(r§j- 

where (r, 0,0) are spherical coordinates with respect to the 

rotating axis, y is the angle between the rotating axis and 

the direction of the dipole and is the angle between the 

position vector (r,0,0) and the direction of the dipole. 

The E x B drift velocity is then: 

cExB 

V, = —— =   | [ l-2cosijjsinysin (0-ojt)] 

B (3cos 0+1)L 

* + [ sinysin (0-yjt)] 

• [ sinycos0cos (0-cut) - cosysin0] £ + 
0 

2 2 2 2 
• [3cos ij; + cos y + sin ycos (0-ujt)] £ 

0 

when y = 180? E and become very simple: 

M (u A 

IS = —j sin0(-sin0r + 2cos00) 

cr 

A 
V, = mr sm0 e 
-+d 0 
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The E field is then the exactly one to cause the rotation 

of the plasma with the sphere and 12 x 13 drift is the 

mechanism for this co-rotation. For other orientations, 

V, i wrsinBe , i.e., in general, the E x B drift alone 
d “0 — — 

will not contribute the co-rotation of the plasma with the 

sphere. They do so because their energy is somewhat higher 

when the 0 component of E x B_ drift is in the direction of 

rotation than when it is in the opposite. The charge den¬ 

sity induced is: 

M uj 
e 

2ncr' 
|[ 3cos^0-l )cosy+[ 3sin0cos0cos (0-uut )cosy) j- 

For the parameters, Me# uj, and y applicable to the Earth, the 

maximum charge density is approximately 

1.2 

R 
3 

x 10 
-16 sta.coul. 

3 
cm 

This requires a difference of only ~ 10 /cm between the 

number densities of protons and electrons at 5 R or about 
-11 S 

10 of the ambient plasma density at that distance. It 

seems that the co-rotation can prevail up to 9 R^ within the 

magnetosphere. 

However, Alfv^n [1967] argued that the mean free path 

of the particle in the low-density plasma is long compared 

to the length of the field line so that the conductivity is mean 

ingless, [cf. Alfv4n, FMlthammar, 1963] and E • B = 0 is 

no longer true. Taking electric force along the field line, 

the gravitational and centrifugal forces into consideration, 

and assuming the force component along the field line to be 
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zero for sustaining the stationary state, he found the 

angular velocity is 

_ _1  / 2 GM 
w - rcosxv 3 r ' 

where G is the gravitational constant and M the mass of the 

Earth. At 6.5 equatorial distance, which is the synchronous 

orbit, the angular velocity is that of the Earth and 

comes the "partial co-rotation" as suggested by Alfvdn. 

He [private communication] made a further comment that the 

plasmapause specifies the boundary between co-rotation and 

partial co-rotation regions. 

C. Formation of the Plasmapause 

The flow patterns derived above match quite well with 

the properties of plasmapause observed by Carpenter [1966]. 

(a) It has been estimated that the Kp index and the 

cross-tail electric field have linear relation when Kp index 

is very low [cf. Vasyliunas, 1968] . Now that the size of 

the plasmapause shrinks with the higher electric field 

corresponds to the fact that the plasmapause moves inward 

with the higher magnetic activity. 

(b) Since the ambient particles are swept away beyond 

the plasmapause by the cross-tail E field, the density should 

show an abrupt change at that boundary. 

(c) The inclination of the direction of the E field 

is not quite clear, however, it is suggested that the 

ionosphere current system may modify this electric field. 

(d) The "confusion" region between 1800 LT and 2400 LT 

can be interpreted as the directions of co-rotation and IS x 13 
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drift are almost opposite so that the flow velocity of the 

particle is almost zero. The particles move randomly with 

their thermal velocities. 

Furthermore, the temperature measurement in puter 

ionosphere by 0G0 A [cf. Albert, 1967] shows that the 

equivalent temperature is about 10 ev in the vicinity of 
5 

10 Km height. This evidence supports the fact that the 

lower energy component of solar wind does move up to the 

plasmapause. 

It is interesting to compare with Vasyliunas' paper 

[1968] Equation (5), 

E 
c 

Q R B 
e e e 

cL 
/ 

is exactly the same as R 
92.4 
E 
o 

without considering the effect from plasmapause in this 

paper. There is a modification factor of/lT for "L" when 

plasmapause is taken into consideration. His conclusion 

in eq. (8) 

E 
c 

V. s.w. 

100 Km/sec 
) 1.5 x 10 

-4 

volt/m, will be modified as 

E 
c 

V. 

( 
s .w. 

100 Km/sec 
) x 0.87 x 10 

-4 
volt/m 

is the velocity of solar wind. 
s.w. 

where V 
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D. The Return Flow Near to the Maqnetospheric Boundary 

The models for the magnetospheric plasma flow essentially 

divide into two groups [cf. Obayashi and Nishida, 1967]. In 

the first group, the electric field inside the magnetosphere 

is connected with the interplanetary electric field and the 

magnetopause is not an equipotential surface so that the 

solar wind particles can penetrate through the boundary. 

This model has been adopted by Alfv^n [1963], Dungey [1963] , 

and Brice [1967]. In the second group, however, the magneto¬ 

sphere is electrically shielded from the interplanetary space 

and the magnetopause is an equipotential surface so that 

plasma can not move across the boundary. This model has been 

suggested by Axford and Hines [1961], Dessler [1964], and 

Nishida [1966], , 

Recently, Freeman, Warren and Maguire [1968] analyzed 

the d.ata from ATS satellite and found that on 13th and 14th 

of January, 1967, the satellite crossed the magnetopause 

and particle fluxes observed showed a strong flow back 

along the boundary inside the magnetosphere. This is perhaps 

the experimental evidence to support the "shielded" model as 

Obayashi assigned the name. The range of the return flow is. 

restricted to a narrow region just within the magnetopause 

and the thickness of this region is estimated to be 2500 Km. 

[Kavanagh, Freeman and Chen, 1968]. The over-all flow pattern 

with the return flow is shown in Fig. 13. The small dashed 

circle is the conducting sphere or plasmapause, while the 

larger "oval" shaped contour is the forbidden region for 

the higher energy particles from the tail. The region for 

the return flow is exaggerated a little bit. 
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SUMMARY 

A simple analytical model has been assumed to derive 

the plasma flow in the magnetosphere. The driving mechanisms 

for the plasma flow are co-rotation with the.Earth, the 

gradient drift and 13 x B drift from the cross-tail electric 

field. Flow patterns for thermal plasma and more energetic 

particles have been found in the equatorial plane of the 

magnetosphere. It has been argued that the energization of 

particles is due to betatron acceleration so that the energy 

of particles can be found from the constant magnetic field 

contours. It has been shown that the existence of conduct¬ 

ing sphere with several Earth radii modifies the flow pat¬ 

terns of thermal plasma tremendously, but it has little 

effect on the more energetic particles. Several geophysical 

phenomena can be. interpreted by this model, such as the 

formation of plasmapause and the development of asymmetric 

ring current. The return flow near to the magnetospheric 

boundary has been discussed. In order to be consistent 

with the satellite observation, the return flow should be 

very narrow right within the magnetospheric boundary. 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

The field configuration in the noon meridian 

plane. Due to the effect from the ring current, 

the front boundary expands a little bit to be 

greater than 10 3^. The inner edge of the 

infinite current sheet is 10 R and the outer 
e 

edge is 40 R^ with 40 y B-field in the middle of 

sheet right above the surface. 

The constant magnetic field in the equitorial 

plane. The numbers shown are the amplification 

factors between different closed contours. Since 

the constant energy configuration is the same as 

the constant magnetic field, the energy of the 

particle can be found from the position of inter¬ 

section between the drift path and the constant 

energy contour. 0 

Flow lines due to the cross-tail electric field. 

The effect from the Earth is taken into consider¬ 

ation. This configuration is the same as the 

equipotential lines originated from the constant 

electric field acting on a conducting sphere. 

Flow patterns for thermal plasma with energy less 

than 10 ev from the tail and E =2.2 Kv/R . The 
o e 

radial distances of the forbidden region in the 

equitorial plane are 6.5 R^ in the dusk and 2.7 

R in the dawn, 
e 
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Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 

Figure 8. 

Flow patterns for thermal plasma with energy less 

than 10 ev from the tail and E =3.2 Kv/R . The 
o e 

radial distances of the forbidden region in the 

equitorial plane are 5.4 in the dusk and 2.2 

R in the dawn, 
e 

Flow patterns for thermal plasma with energy less 

than 10 ev from the tail and E =3.2 Kv/R . The 
o e 

forbidden region is coincided with the conducting 

sphere, which is at 3.1 R . 
e 

Flow pattern for electrons with 1 Kev energy and 

E =3.2 Kv/R . The radial distance of the "jaw" 
o e 
is 7.7 R^ and its direction is along 0 = 85°. The 

smallest radial distance of the forbidden region 

is 4.4 R . 
e 

Flow patterns for protons with 1 Kev energy and 

E =3.2 Kv/R . The radial distance of the "jaw" 
o e 

is 6.6 R^ and its direction is along 0 = 275°. The 

smallest distance of the forbidden region is 3.9 

R . 
e 

Figure 9. Equitorial boundary of plasmapause. The solid 

curve is calculated from the model while the 

dashed curve is observed by Carpenter [1966a]. 

Figure 10. Electric field model by Alfv4n [1968] with the 
0 

same direction of E-field, but with opposite 

directions of B-field inside and outside the 

magnetosphere. The plasma flow has opposite 

directions inside and outside the magnetosphere. 
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Figure 11. Interplanetary plasma flow in a plane containing 

neutral points [Dungey, 1961]. Magnetic merging 

at the front and in the tail of magnetosphere 

produces an electric field within the magneto¬ 

sphere. 

Figure 12. Over-all plasma flow in the magnetosphere. The 

small dashed circle is the conducting sphere or 

plasmapause, while the larger "oval" shaped 

contour is the forbidden region for the higher 

energy particles. The region for the return-flow 

is exaggerated a little bit. It is estimated to 

be about 2500 Km. 
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